What the Best College Teachers Do Workshops Series:

How do the best college teachers conduct their classes?

How can you get and keep your students’ attention and foster their commitment to learning? What are some changes you could make to the way you approach communication in the classroom? What principles and techniques distinguish the most successful teachers from their peers?

Let's meet over lunch to ponder these questions and more as we discuss Chapter Five of Ken Bain’s book What the Best College Teachers Do. Kody and Deckard hope to see you there!

“Ken Bain has conducted years of careful research on a variety of campuses, and the result is an inspirational summary of what teachers do that truly makes a difference in students’ lives, and what any teacher can do to improve.”

-Richard Light, author of Make the Most of College: Students Speak Their Minds.

Wednesday
February 12
12:30 PM - 1:30 PM
FSC (ATL 109)

Light lunch will be provided.